
IEAP-1264 _POSITIVE-NEGATIVE.  

SOCIAL HOUSING AND SENIOR CENTER_The project is located in the city of Seville, in the 

Northern Quarter of the Historical Center, which corresponds to the old walled city. Two unique 

aspects of particular interest in the performance setting. On the one hand, the layout of the 

Vascongadas street that, with “U” shape, contains an inner block, closed at its northern front by the 

street Yuste. An inner block within a larger block, rectangular in shape, which penetrates inside on a 

tour of three sections with entrance and exit to the street Yuste. Dimensional very tight, own the 

historic center, the resolution of the houses open to it should take into account the closeness of their 

section.  

 

The idea is to generate a spatial structure for a plot, and connecting the duality of programs and 

features of the two plots: public-private dividing-open space, residential-dotacional a volume as the 

positive is generated and another as negative of the same image, also creating different character 

clearances. In this regard, one of the most interesting points of the project is how the physical 

separation between the perimeter vacuum is generated within the equipment and the Vascongadas 

street is resolved. The practice of making a glass box recessed operation makes the alley street 

Vascongadas earn dimension perceived street, the wall and slides generated as a whole public.  

 

To materialize the idea becomes a geometric simplification identified three bodies as rectangles that 

will be designed separately and then integrate them. In the embedded sketch you can see the 

geometric similarity of bodies 1 and 2 also to generate the spatial structure of the project, two 

different cases are identified as mentioned above: plot between party and parcel with the four front 

facade open to outside. Connect flows privacy Santa Clara Street with dynamic flows from the 

Alameda de Hercules will also be a fundamental premise of the project.  

  

Give meaning to the creation of the wall separating the senior center about the street and its 

treatment section was the sticking point. Tested with different solutions, creating many openings and 

folds in plant, generating double wall. To raise the geometry of the project, once clear negative-

positive essential concept to be transmitted in both plan and section, takes place a process of 

creating geometric intervention based diagrams. It is important to note that the process evolves from 

abstract and conceptual ideas to the realization of these ideas in reality trying to crack the original 

conception of the positive-negative project is not lost. This process is shown below, without losing 

sight at any time the plot line and the reference lines of the orthogonal mesh structure. 


